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Features & Benefits
▪ Machine Function Dial

Used to easily manipulate machine
 functions from one single source. Developed
 by welders to be functional and easy to
 understand.

▪ Back Step Function
Automatically pauses machine for dwell then

 backs up to finish crater cap.

▪  Limit Switch Function
Besides the standard shutoff function the
limit switches also have a ‘move to position’
function, which allows the operator to
position the machine, by simply pushing the
limit switch in the direction of desired
movement (Patent Pending).

▪ Encoder drive motor and control
Ensures precise motion and reduces
inconsistencies from power and weight
fluctuations.

▪ Weaving control unit (optional)
Plug and play weaving attachment can be
added to your machine without the need for
any additional interfacing or costly operating
controls.

WEL-HANDY MULTI II
Compact Welding Carriage for Semi-Automated Welding

Light, compact, all wheel drive, with the same bulletproof
drive system found in all original Koike welding carriages.
Incredible magnetic force enhances traction and a low center of
gravity allows the Wel-Handy Multi II to achieve the highest
pulling power and stability in the marketplace today. Greatly
reduces gas and wire costs while improving working conditions
for every operator.

Heavy-Duty Mechanized Welding Carriage

Wel-Handy Multi II shown with
optional add-on of a Twin Torch



Options
Twin Torch
Part#: 61001071
The Twin Torch option features dual
torch holders for welding both sides of
a vertical plate (rib or stiffener ). May be
used with the Wel-Handy Multi
Standard or Stitch model. Easy to set up
with two welding guns. Torch slides are
designed to allow optimum torch
positioning.

Corner Welding Kit
Part#1115109500
The corner welding kit option is designed
for building custom box beams or can be
used in any application where an edge of
a plate can be followed. Lapp joints and
butt joints can be accomplished by using
the plate edge as the guide. Therefore the
need for track is eliminated. The included
welding arm set allows a wide range of
welding torch positions to be archived.

Sub-arc Torch Kit
Part#WHMSUBL15 (Lincoln)
Part#WHMSUBM15 (Miller)
Several options are available for a sub arc

use with wire sizes ranging from 1⁄16 to 3⁄32
in. Applications that previously may have
been unachievable using larger and
heavier mechanized system can now be
accomplished with this compact sub arc
welding option. The Sub Arc Torch
Option can be used together with the
Corner Welding Kit.

Large Torch Holder Kit
Part#1115992900
The large torch holder option allows the
use of larger diameter torches such as a
machine torch, water cooled torch or
models with fume extraction capabilities.
A machine plasma torch can also be
added to the machine for gouging or
cutting.

Allows 30 ~ 45mm (1 3⁄16 ~ 1 ¾ in) torch
diameter use.

Magnetic Guide Wheels
Part# K115976301
Commonly used to follow an uneven
gusset or a flange in the workpiece.

Follower Guide
Part#: 1115109100
▪ Traverse by vertical guidance of

curved plate using bearings on
both sides of plate.

▪ Suitable for welding short pipes
onto a plate.

Guide Wheel Extension Bracket
Part#K115976300

▪ Roller adjustable by 4 in (100mm)
up/down.

▪ Used to follow a plate in vertical
position.

Guide wheel extension bracket
Part# K115976300

▪ Extends guide roller by
1 ¾ in (45mm).

Weaver Unit WU-5R
Part#61006848

▪ Add to Wel-Handy Multi-II TACK
to enable weaving welding.

▪ Tack and weaving can be
performed simultaneously with
Wel-Handy Multi-II controller

Clamp Lever Kit
Part#K115976302

▪ No tools required to adjust guide
rollers or torch angle.

▪ Ratchet-type screws replace existing
hardware.

Miller Adaptor
Part#0868583600

▪ Used to adapt standard Wel-Handy
interface plug to Miller equipment
(Lincoln interface standard)



Designed and built for extreme work conditions

▪ Designed with the help of our certified in-house welders.
The Wel-Handy Multi II was developed to accomplish several different
processes, as well as, being easy to operate. Ease of operation being the
first and most influencing factor.

▪ Easy setup
No guide rails required. The Wel-Handy Multi II drives into the fillet
plate while placing consistent pressure into the root for accurate welds
every time.

▪ TACK welding is now standard
The new multi function controller allows operators to switch from
continuous welding to stitch welding with a simple turn of the function
dial.

▪ Excellent durability
Maintenance free, single piece aluminium die cast body protected by
copper heat shields. Resists slag penetration due to their normal cooling
traits.

▪ 110 lb permanent magnet
Ensures strong pulling power during horizontal and vertical welding. The
magnet can easily be detached from the plate by a lever.

▪ Low Center of gravity
Provides stable performance even while climbing a vertical surface.

▪ Durable roller and arm
Guide rollers are made of brass and are mounted to a single-piece of
carbon steel for higher durability. Roller is protected against spatter due
to its cooling traits.

▪ Heat resistant rubber drive wheels
Specialized rubber composition provides good grip while reducing the
need for replacement due to premature wear.

▪ Sealed non-ferrous casting
Die-cast body with stainless steel bottom plate ensures all drive
mechanisms are completely sealed from heat and elements commonly
found in the welding environment.

▪ 4-Wheel drive system
Provides consistent traction and transmits the power to the plate
efficiently.

▪ Dust proof electrical switches
Reduces the impact of dust and other contaminants from entering costly
electrical components.

▪ Limit switches at each end of the carriage
Automatic shutdown at the end of the weld. Limit switches can be used
to adjust machine starting position by pressing in the direction you
would like to travel.

▪ Tack counting
Can input the number of tacks to perform and the machine will stop
after it completes the number of tacks programmed.

Type of Application

Fillet Weld x x

Butt Weld x x

Stitch _ x

Vertical Weld x x

Horizontal
Position x x

Overhead
Position _ x

Out of
Position

Add Corner Kit + Guide Roller
Extension

Add Corner Kit + Guide Roller
Extension

Contour
Weld Add Magnetic Wheel Kit Add + Follower Kit or Magnetic

Wheel Kit

Oscillation _ Add + WU-5R Weaver

Dual Pass _ Add + Twin Torch

Overhanging
Weld X Add + Guide Wheel Extension

Bracket

Sub-Arc _ Add + Miller Subarc Kit or
Large torch holder

Wel-Handy Multi Series
Application Guide

Wel-Handy Mini Strong
Part#61007281

Wel-Handy Multi II
Part#61006843

All-in-one
Tack and Weaving controller

Dust resistant, single
piece aluminum die

cast body

Perform consistent welds every time no matter what your experience is.  With
constant tip to work distance being automatically configured by the machine;
the only thing to monitor is your wire feed rate and your carriage speed.



The NEW Advanced Tack Controller
Controllable tack welding distance

▪ Tack and dry-run distance can be controlled during  welding
just by simple click on a toggle switch.

▪ Equipped with an encoder motor.
 The Wel-Handy Multi II TACK calculates travel distance by
 counting motor rotations enabling accurate distance  control.

▪ All parameter values are shown on the digital display for
 easier parameter management and repeatability.

 Back Step function

▪ Automatically switches to crater amperage at the end of each
weld for Back Step sequence.

1. At end of each weld carriage gives signal to welding power
source to switch to crater amperage.

2. Carriage stops for a set period of time to allow for the crater
to be filled.

3. With crater amperage, carriage welds backwards at a set speed
for a set distance.

4. After crater sequence, carriage dry-runs to starting point of
next tack weld (in tack welding mode).

An integrated weave system which mounts directly to your existing
machine does not require a separate pendant or interface cables. Utilizes
the Wel-Handy’s advanced control system for ease of use. Allows operator
to determine swing speed, width and SCR dwell times.

▪ Weaving speed (*): 400-1500 mm/min

▪ Weaving widths (*): 0-100.0 mm/min

▪ Stop timer (left/center/right): 0.0 - 10.0 seconds

 WU-5R Weaving Unit
(Optional plug and play weaving system)

SPECIFICATIONS
Machine weight 16.5 lb

Traction force 35 lb

Travel speed 2-59 in

Tracking system Fillet tracking guide roller

Standoff (plate to base plate) .2 in

Magnet (up/down mechanism) Magnet release lever

Driving method 4-wheel Driving Rubber Roller (Chain transmission)

Magnet type 110 lb Permanent Magnet

Torch adjustment

Torch angle 40~55°

Up/Down 1.8 in

Forward/Backward 1.8 in

Torch holder diameter .6 - .8 in

Automatic stop function Limit switch on each end of carriage

Unwelded lengths (start & end total) 10.6 in

Weaving unit —

Welding method

Continuous Yes

Tack/Stitch Yes

Weaving/Oscillation Optional

Power & signal cable Power and Signal integrated Y-branch cable
(Carriage- branch: 6 m,. Branch -Power: 10 m, Branch-feeder: 0.5 m)

Torch holder diameter .6 ~ .8 in

Position adjustment by limit switch Yes

Encode motor for precise speed control Yes

Digital display Yes

Crater fill function Yes

Input power 110V or 240V  Multi Voltage

Set Tack Distance
Fixed Skip Distance

Previous model - Tack and dry-run distances are fixed

WEL-HANDY MULTI -II TACK control - Controllable tack distance

Fully adjustable weld distance

Fully adjustable skip distance
Can produce most any size tack

and any size skip

CARRIAGE MODEL  PART#

Wel-Handy Multi-II
TACK  DC24V 61006843

CONTENTS

Machine body

Weaving unit (WEAVING model only)

Power & signal cable

Allen keys (2pcs)

Operation manual
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